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MAR 171997 

Dean Ngina Lythcott 
Swarthmore College 
Swarthmore, Pennsylvania,19081 

Dear Ngina: 

The lecture was excellent. It was scholarly, informative and intellectually 
stimulating. Professor Anani Dzidzienyo was in command of his subject; 
the questions po)Sed at the end were penetrating, well thought out and 
expressed well. The answers demonstrated the confidence of a scholar 
on the cutting edge of an interdiciplinary approach to Latin American 
history, Equally important, he was at ease with himself. Listening to 
him was like experiencing a wonderful rendition of jazz. I don't know 
who selected him as first lecturer but it was the exactly right first 
choice. I understand that it was Jerry himself who recommended Professor 
Dzidzienyo because he wanted a scholar from Brown as well as someone 
in the field. In addition Anna Marie Cobo was top notch. 

The event was well organized. She approached a rather formidable task 
with enthusiasm and the ability to carry it through. 

Finally, the entire theme of the lecture was the ucrossing of borders" the 
symbolism so evident in Jerry's life and work. Chuck James focused on 
this very well in speaking of the spiritual and mystical level as well as 
Jerry's organizing skills in the nn g together the first frican ai-as_p_o_r_a_ ~ 

usic symposium in the seven es. y focus on wnite supremacy across 
the curriculum seemed to touch a familar and responsive chord in the 
audience, Certainly the composition of the audience, the mix of Latino, 
Black,Gay and Lesbian, heh·osexuals, faculty, freshperson s, staff, administrators 
all who came together through the snow made for an extremely successful 
evening. 

This wa s an intellectually sophisticated audience free of narrow disciplinary 
blinders. Ready to move forward to an exciting approach to true 
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understanding and knowledge. 

Ngina, thank you and your collegues and staff again for making an historically 
significant step forward at Swarthmore College. 

Sincerely, 

J(al!v;H 
Kath11(9. L.Morgan 
Sara Lawrence Lightfoot Professor 
Emerita of History 
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